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Leetsdale, PA - Schroeder Industries, a widely recognized leader in filtration and fluid conditioning products, introduced its MRT tank mounted medium pressure filter for hydraulic reservoirs. The increasing demands for longer, more efficient component life in modern hydraulic systems leads to the need to keep fluid free of contamination. The MRT series of tank mounted filters are designed to meet these challenges by delivering high contamination removal efficiency.

Our standard 18LCZ elements with Excellement® media offer the industry best dirt holding capacity and beta efficiency. The option of Schroeder Dirt Catcher® elements not only guarantees the oil cleanliness during element change out, but enables excellent private branding capability, which helps to retain aftermarket sales and guarantees the consistent quality of service parts. The MRT series comes with standard 1.5" SAE porting. The MRT is also compatible with various Schroeder Dirt Alarms® including our D5 and MS10

With cyclic pressure rating up to 750 psi, the MRT is uniquely designed for applications where high pressure surges in the return line are of concern. The tank mounted design is especially suitable for mobile applications where a space saving filtration solution is needed. Typical applications of the MRT include but not limited to mobile vehicles, injection molding, steel manufacturing and other industrial applications.

About Schroeder Industries

Advanced Fluid Conditioning Solutions™

Schroeder Industries was one of the first companies to demonstrate the need for, and benefits of, hydraulic filtration. They pioneered the development of micronic filtration, helping to set performance standards in industrial fluid power systems. As a result, Schroeder is now a leader in filtration and fluid conditioning and has expanded their filtration expertise to the biofuels and process industries.
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For further information about Schroeder Industries and its products, call 724-318-1100 or visit www.schroederindustries.com